**PAPER PACKS**

**LEVEL 1** pack contains (2) 6-ons ...........................$18.00

**LEVEL 2** pack contains (2) 6-ons ...........................$28.00

Limit 2 Paper Packages per Player

More cards - Higher Consolations
More chances to win!

**HOUSE RULES**

1. It is the player's responsibility to vocally stop the caller immediately if you have a winning bingo.
2. If the caller does not hear you and another number is called the bingo will be invalid.
3. You must bingo on the correct paper and from the correct pack.
4. The player must bingo on the last number called for the bingo to be valid.
5. Once the caller closes the game no other bingos will be honored.
6. Sleepers (missed bingos) will not be honored or paid.
7. All prizes will be divided equally amongst all winners of the game. In case of multiple winners with varying prize levels, each prize will be divided by the total number of winners to determine the appropriate prize.
8. Bingo players must be at least 21 years of age to play bingo, and must be able to provide proof of picture ID on request.
9. All players must have a valid signed receipt and the receipt must be displayed at all times to be eligible to win any prize.
10. Daubers must be used for all games, except for the U-Pic-Em game.
11. Federal regulations require that any player winning $1200 or more must present a Social Security card and valid identification. Jackpot winnings may not be transferred to another person.
12. Use of cell phones, cameras, video or audio recording equipment is strictly prohibited.
13. No altered, ripped, or obscured bingo cards will be honored.
14. In the event of disputes the decision of management is final.
15. Bingo paper must be played and redeemed the same day as purchased.
16. Sharing of bingo packs is prohibited.
17. No refunds, partial refunds, or exchanges will be made.
18. Management reserves the right to modify or cancel this or any promotion at any time.
19. No outside food allowed in the bingo hall.
20. Handheld devices may not be taken from the hall.

**HIGH STAKES BINGO**

**BINGO HALL HOURS**

**TUESDAY - SUNDAY**
Closed on Mondays

**MATinee**
Doors Open................................. 9:30 AM
Early Birds................................. 11:30 AM
Main Session follows immediately

**MIDDAY 1**
Starts ........................................ 2:30 PM

**MIDDAY 2**
Starts ......................................... 3:45 PM

**EVENING SESSION**
Early Birds................................. 6:30 PM
Main Session follows immediately

**SUNDAY MATINEE EXTRAVAGANZA**
Doors Open................................. 9:30 AM
Early Birds................................. 11:30 AM
Main Session follows immediately
Super Sunday Mid-day.................. 2:30 PM
No Evening Session

(Bingo Office) (Bingo Hotline)
(480) 802-3303 (480) 802-5058
15406 Maricopa Road | Maricopa, AZ 85139
www.harrahsakchin.com

**ELECTRONICS PACKAGE PRICING**

**HARRAH'S AK-CHIN** .......................... $25.00
90 Level 1 cards................................ Paying $300
1 of each Special: Odd/Even, Triangle, Pick-A-Pet, Double Action, Super Jackpot Coverall, Bonanza, MPBingo®, and (1) Early Bird 3-on.

**CROMWELL** ........................................ $55.00
180 Level 1 cards........................... Paying $300
60 Level 2 cards........................... Paying $600
2 of each Special: Odd/Even, Triangle, Pick-A-Pet, Double Action, Super Jackpot Coverall, Bonanza, MPBingo®, and (2) Early Bird 3-ons.

**CAESARS** ......................................... $90.00
288 Level 1 cards........................... Paying $300
108 Level 2 cards........................... Paying $600
4 of each Special: Odd/Even, Triangle, Pick-A-Pet, Double Action, Super Jackpot Coverall, Bonanza, MPBingo®, and (3) Early Bird 3-ons.

All Special Games can be purchased individually on the PhD™
Limit 3 Regular Session Packages per PhD™
Limit 2 PhD™ units per Player

**ELECTRONIC ADD ON ITEMS**

**BUY 3 EARLY BIRDS FOR $9, GET A 4TH FREE!**
Early Birds................................. $3.00 / 2 for $5.00

**BUY 3 ODD/EVEN COVERALL, GET 1 FREE!**
Odd/Even Coverall......................... $2.00
Triangle ....................................... $2.00
Pick-A-Pet .................................... 3-on $2.00 / 9-on $5.00

**BUY 3 DOUBLE ACTION, GET 1 FREE!**
Double Action............................ $2.00
Super Jackpot Coverall.................. $2.00
Money Ball.................................. $1.00
Bonanza..................................... $1.00
Imperial Specials pack .................. $20.00

**PAPER ADD ON**

Level 1 9-on with buy-in (max 10 PhD™) .......... $8.00
Level 2 9-on with buy-in (max 10 PhD™) .......... $10.00

Must be 21 years of age or older to gamble and take advantage of this offer. Know When To Stop Before You Start. Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLING or 1-800-NEXT-STEP. ©2018 Caesars License Company, LLC. See Bingo for details.
### Early Birds / $3 / Progressive Pays in 4 Numbers

1. Regular OR 4 Corners ................................................................. $50  
2. Easyway OR 4 Corners ................................................................. $50  
3. Inside Diamond ................................................................. $50  
4. 4 Corners ................................................................................. $50  
5. Easyway ................................................................................. $50

### Regular Session

6. [BLUE] MPBingo® Crazy T (with wild) ........................................... L1 $300 / L2 $600
7. [BLUE] ★SPECIAL★ Triangle (with wild) ...................................... $500 Top / $250 Bottom
8. [ORANGE] MPBingo® One Easy & One Hardway .............................. L1 $300 / L2 $600  
9. [RED] ★SPECIAL★ Odd/Even Coverall (calendar day) .................... PROGRESSIVE 48# or less / consolation $300
10. [GREEN] MPBingo® Any Two Line Layer Cake ............................. L1 $300 / L2 $600  
11. [PINK] ★SPECIAL★ Double Action ........................................... PROGRESSIVE 34# or less / consolation $300
12. [YELLOW] MPBingo® Large Crazy Kite ........................................ L1 $300 / L2 $600

### Intermission

13. [PINK] MPBingo® Small Picture Frame & Diagonal ..................... L1 $300 / L2 $600
14. [GREEN] ★SPECIAL★ Pick-A-Pet (with wild) .......................... $200 - $750
15. [GRAY] MPBingo® Small Crazy Arrow .................................. L1 $300 / L2 $600
16. [RED] ★SPECIAL★ Bonanza ...................................................... PROGRESSIVE 48# or less / consolation $300
17. [OLIVE] MPBingo® Double Triangles ....................................... L1 $300 / L2 $600  
18. Double Hardway (Part 1) ......................................................... $100
19. Triple Hardway (Part 2) .......................................................... $200
20. Super Jackpot Coverall (Part 3) ....................................... PROGRESSIVE 50# or less / consolation $300
21. [BROWN] MPBingo® Double X’s (as shown) .............................. L1 $300 / L2 $600

Must be 21 years of age or older to gamble and take advantage of this offer. Know When To Stop Before You Start. Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-S22-4700 or 1-800-NEXT-STEP. ©2018 Caesars License Company, LLC. See Bingo for details.